Reasoning about modern datacenter infrastructures using partial histories
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ABSTRACT
Modern datacenter infrastructures are increasingly architected as a cluster of loosely coupled services. The cluster states are typically maintained in a logically centralized, strongly consistent data store (e.g., ZooKeeper, Chubby and etcd), while the services learn about the evolving state by reading from the data store, or via a stream of notifications. However, it is challenging to ensure services are correct, even in the presence of failures, networking issues, and the inherent asynchrony of the distributed system. In this paper, we identify that partial histories can be used to effectively reason about correctness for individual services in such distributed infrastructure systems. That is, individual services make decisions based on observing only a subset of changes to the world around them. We show that partial histories, when applied to distributed infrastructures, have immense explanatory power and utility over the state of the art. We discuss the implications of partial histories and sketch tooling for reasoning about distributed infrastructure systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern datacenter infrastructures such as Kubernetes [12], Twine [54] and Autopilot [34] are increasingly architected as a cluster of loosely-coupled distributed services. These systems often use a logically centralized, strongly consistent and persistent data store, such as ZooKeeper [33], Chubby [16] or etcd [8], to maintain all cluster state (e.g., the inventory of nodes, tasks, VMs, configurations, and other metadata). The services in the cluster learn about the evolving state either by reading from the data store, or via a stream of notifications (e.g., watches in etcd, ZooKeeper, and Kubernetes [6, 9, 11]). We refer to the sequence of changes to the cluster state in the centralized data store as the history of the state [31].

A key challenge is that services need to perform correct cluster management actions despite failures, networking...
issues, and inherent asynchrony of the distributed infrastructure. This means that services might not see every update made to the system. The challenge is further exacerbated by layers of caches which are extensively employed by services further away from the strongly-consistent data store to achieve performance and scalability.

Unfortunately, there is an alarming lack of tooling for developers to test how infrastructure services behave under these conditions, leading to a broad range of bugs that are hard to anticipate at development time. These bugs can result in consequences such as job failure [29], leakage of resources [17], temporary or permanent unavailability [19, 27, 28, 38], and even violations of critical safety guarantees in applications [25, 39]. The state of the art is to rely on the experts’ intuitions for where bugs may lie in a system (e.g., Jepsen [4], CrashTuner [45], CoFI [20], Elle [36]) or rely on tools that randomly generate inputs or faults [46, 48, 55]. In practice, neither approach sufficiently coaxes infrastructure systems into their buggy corners.

Our contribution. In this paper, we identify that partial histories [31] can be used to effectively reason about correctness for individual services in a broad range of distributed infrastructure systems, like Kubernetes, Twine, and Autopilot. That is, individual services make decisions based on observing only a partial history of changes made to the world around them.

We show that partial histories, when applied to distributed infrastructures, have immense explanatory power and utility. A broad range of bugs affecting distributed systems can be reasoned about cleanly using partial histories (Section 4). Not only that, partial histories better explain why prior art that used ad-hoc heuristics to find bugs actually work (Section 5). We present a list of open challenges for the community that come in the way of dealing with the implications of partial histories in infrastructure systems (Section 6). Lastly, we present preliminary evidence that modeling an infrastructure service using partial histories lends itself cleanly towards simple and automated testing tools, with which we have been able to reproduce existing bugs caused by partial histories and detect new bugs (Section 7).

2 PARTIAL HISTORIES BY EXAMPLE

We use Kubernetes [12] as a running example to convey the idea behind partial histories.

Kubernetes is a widely-used cluster management system. It represents the architecture of many existing datacenter infrastructure systems. As shown in Figure 1, Kubernetes stores the cluster state in etcd (a strongly-consistent data store) as a collection of objects (e.g., nodes, pods, volumes). All Kubernetes components, like the various controllers, schedulers, and daemons, interact with the object-based cluster state as exposed by an ensemble of apiservers. The apiservers use etcd as the persistent data store; all events that modify the cluster state (e.g., a pod creation) result in updates to etcd. For scalability and performance reasons, many Kubernetes components (including apiservers) maintain and operate on partial histories by caching the cluster state locally and updating it via notifications that flow out from etcd to apiservers and subsequently to all other components (via etcd watches [9] and apiserver watches [11]).

The above design is a double-edged sword. The caches prevent etcd from being the bottleneck of the entire system and minimize the overhead of frequent etcd queries for the cluster components [1]. It allows components to scan in-memory data structures to make cluster management decisions. At the same time, the design makes life hard for component developers because events may not always be streamed in time and each component will inevitably miss updates due to failures such as crashes, reboots, and partitions. In essence, these components have to make decisions by observing a (potentially) partial history of changes made to the cluster.

A bug due to partial histories. Figure 2 illustrates a real-world partial-history bug (Kubernetes-59848). It is considered "the most severe possible known vulnerability in Kubernetes safety guarantees" [2, 39].

Consider a setup with two apiservers (api-1, api-2) and two kubelets (k1, k2, i.e., workers). By design, apiservers and other components might operate on a partial history of changes to the cluster, which leads to the following buggy execution (simplified for ease of exposition):

- API-1 sends a pod creation request to k1, which then runs pod p1 locally. Meanwhile, API-2 also learns via a notification from etcd that p1 is created on k1 (Step ①).
- Then, API-1 migrates p1 to k2 as part of a rolling upgrade. The global history at etcd now grows by two new events: a pod deletion at k1 and a pod creation at k2. After synchronizing with etcd, API-1 updates its own view with the two new events (Step ②).
3 MODELING PARTIAL HISTORIES

Finding bugs like the one above is tricky. Heuristically or randomly injecting failures can rarely trigger these cases. Thus, we seek a more principled way to reason about such bugs. As a first step towards this goal, we present a model for partial histories.

We model the state $S$ of the distributed infrastructure as an object and the history $H$ as the set of changes made to $S$ over time [31]. A partial history $H'$ is a subset of $H$ that preserves the relative ordering.  

A distributed infrastructure system typically has a strongly-consistent and persistent data store (e.g., ZooKeeper or etcd), or a master node that records the history of changes $H$ and materializes the state $S$ on each event.

To make cluster management decisions, services need a way to observe the history $H$ and the state $S$. A service might receive notifications corresponding to new events forming in the history, or it might issue reads to learn about the current state $S$. The programming APIs for services and their consistency semantics determine how a service’s view $(H', S')$ corresponds to the actual history and state of the system $(H, S)$ at any time $t$.

An important consequence of this model is that sparse reads of the state $S$ do not allow an observer to reconstruct the history $H$ that led to $S$.

Let’s apply this model to Kubernetes. In Kubernetes, services rely on the Kubernetes client APIs which expose a set of Kubernetes objects (e.g., pods, nodes, and other cluster entities). These objects collectively form the state $S$ of the system. All updates to $S$ are committed in etcd and form the history $H$. Services can issue reads to see the latest state of an object (in $S$) at any time. These reads are handled by the apiservers, which translate them into quorum reads in etcd to retrieve the latest state.

At the same time, services may also subscribe to notifications about changes to different types of Kubernetes objects. That is, they can learn about new events in $H$, enabling a reactive programming model. Specifically, handlers are invoked when an object is created, updated, or deleted. The handlers also receive the corresponding state of the object when invoked. However, services always operate on a partial history $H' \subseteq H$ due to several reasons. $H'$ might lag behind $H$ due to the inherent asynchrony of the distributed system or network failures. It may also happen because of layers of caches in Kubernetes (e.g., at the apiserver and at the client). Lastly, a service that restarts can potentially read the latest state $S$, but has no way to recover $H$ by simply inspecting $S$.

4 IMPLICATIONS OF PARTIAL HISTORY

In this section, we demonstrate that partial histories have deep implications for building distributed infrastructures. We then present representative challenges posed by partial histories with real-world issues.

4.1 Partial histories are unavoidable

Ideally, a distributed infrastructure system can maintain $(H, S)$ at every component at any time $t$, which can significantly ease programming and reduce bugs. However, such an ideal is difficult to realize in practice; replicating $(H, S)$ at every node (using say, a state machine replication protocol) is prohibitively expensive when there are clusters with thousands of nodes and tens of thousands of components [15, 30].

As a result, modern datacenter infrastructures have two key characteristics. They use a centralized, strongly-consistent data store, built out of a small cluster of nodes (typically
**Figure 3**: Three representative challenges caused by partial histories: (a) a partial history can be stale; (b) components can go back in time after restarts; (c) events can be unobservable in a state.

4.2 Challenges posed by partial histories

With partial histories being unavoidable, developers now bear the additional burden of ensuring a service behaves correctly despite acting on incomplete information [37, 40]. We find that developers have to be aware that S and S’ can diverge at any point due to the inherent asynchrony of the distributed system; a divergence is further exacerbated by host, component, and network failures. Furthermore, developers have to make sure that a component’s correctness does not depend on observing the full history of changes (given that sparse reads on S or S’ cannot reconstruct the history H or H’). We highlight three representative challenges that developers encounter. Note that the highlighted challenges might not represent the whole set of partial-history bugs—they are the ones that we have studied thus far.

4.2.1 Staleness. A service’s view (H’, S’) can be stale relative to (H, S). That is, (H’, S’) may not reflect recent changes to (H, S). This is unavoidable due to asynchrony in a distributed system, but can also be exacerbated by failures and network hiccups (Figure 3a). A service must be correct, even when it operates on a stale view, but this can be hard for developers to anticipate.

For example, in HBase-3136 [25], HBase runs region transitions using atomic compare-and-set operations which read cached states at a ZooKeeper server, and staleness in the cached states fails atomic region changes.

Explicitly synchronizing against H before reading H’ can eliminate staleness temporarily, but comes with performance overheads. While the developers fixed HBase-3136 by forcing ZooKeeper to refresh its cached state before every atomic operation, a new issue HBase-3137 [26] was opened right after the fix was merged, reporting the decreased performance caused by the refresh overhead.

4.2.2 Time traveling. Time traveling refers to a pattern where a component observes past events in its own history as H’.
in Figure 3b. It is a pattern that emerges when a service can synchronize its state with one of multiple upstream sources, each of which could be potentially stale.

For example, consider Kubernetes-59848, discussed in Section 2. This happens because a kubelet can synchronize its state with one of multiple apiservers, and the apiservers themselves can serve cached state from etcd (Figure 1). A kubelet may perform operations based on an up-to-date apiserver, restart, but then re-synchronize with a stale apiserver. The kubelet then re-performs operations it has already performed in the past, that in turn leads to safety violations (e.g., bringing up a pod that was migrated to another node).

Time-traveling bugs are difficult to detect because their manifestations require staleness in partial histories and events that redirect a service to a different source.

4.2.3 Observability gaps. Observability gaps are patterns where a component is unaware of events in the history. As discussed in Section 4.1, when a service works with an API designed to expose S instead of H, the service cannot observe every event in H. For example, in Figure 3c, the impact of e₁ is cancelled by e₂ in S′, which makes e₁ unobservable in S′.

For example, this pattern leads to a Kubernetes controller bug [17]. Here, the controller is a service that automatically releases storage volumes when a pod is marked to be deleted. The controller only learns of the state of the system via sparse reads of its local view S′. The bug happens when the pod is marked for deletion (e₁) and subsequently deleted (e₂) between two sparse reads of S′ by the controller. The controller therefore does not learn of the pod deletion (as the logic expects to see e₁) and does not release the storage volumes of the deleted pod.

Observability gaps also happen even when events in H are exposed as part of an API. For example, requests for earlier events may fail when only recent events in H are saved by design. As an example [7], the apiserver in Kubernetes only saves a rolling window of recent events. Any requests for events not appearing in the window will fail, which makes earlier events unobservable.

Additionally, a partial history H′ can be incomplete when events are not observed due to network issues or implementation flaws. In Kubernetes-56261 [38], the scheduler falls into a cycle of failing pod placement attempts after missing a node deletion event. It keeps scheduling pods to the deleted node without synchronizing S′ with S.

5 EXPLAINING PRIOR ART

Partial histories can explain heuristics designed by prior art for detecting distributed system bugs based on fault injection.

A useful heuristic is to inject faults into a component after it updates its view of the cluster S′, or before S′ is read by other components. This heuristic is used by state-of-the-art tools such as CrashTuner [45] (for injecting node crashes) and CoFI [20] (for injecting network partitions). In essence, the heuristic attempts to test the system behavior under a partial history H′ or state S′ (specific to cluster membership related state) in which the injected fault forces (H′, S′) to diverge from (H, S). Specifically, crashing a node immediately creates diverging (H′, S′) at other components until the crash is discovered by health checking. Similarly, a network partition prevents (H′, S′) at a component from being synchronized with (H, S) during the partition and forces the components to operate with a stale or incomplete view of the membership. The fact that tools based on such heuristics found many bugs shows the challenges of programming with partial histories, even when applied only to state at components specific to cluster membership.

Note that partial histories model broader and more generic bug patterns than bugs that can be directly detected by injecting node crashes or network partitions, and extend beyond state related to membership.

6 CALL TO ARMS

In this section, we argue why existing tools do not help alleviate the perils caused by partial histories. We then present some open questions posed by partial histories.

6.1 The need for new tools

A variety of tools for testing the correctness of distributed systems already exists. For instance, Jepsen [4] checks for consistency violations in the presence of network partitions and node failures using domain knowledge. Similarly, a few tools can check for correctness in the presence of network partitions, crashes and storage faults [14, 21, 46]. Some other tools detect guarantee violations in cloud databases by observing execution traces [22, 36, 52]. While these tools find consistency violations in the underlying data stores (e.g., etcd in Kubernetes), they cannot reason about how layers above are affected by partial histories.

Apart from the above tools, model checkers [24, 35, 41, 57, 58] and concurrency bug detection tools [43, 44, 48, 60] can permute events (e.g., message orders) in different components of a system. These tools do not focus on partial histories and many event reorderings may be irrelevant. Thus, they may be ineffective to uncover partial-history bugs or must search a vast state space to do so; in contrast, a tool focusing on partial histories can reorder only selected events (e.g., cache updates) and detect partial-history bugs efficiently. A few recent tools like CrashTuner [45] and CoFI [20] employ heuristics to find vulnerable execution points to crash or partition a node; such approaches force (H′, S′) to diverge from (H, S). However, they cannot trigger all cases modeled by partial histories (see Section 5).
In summary, critical infrastructure systems today are devoid of testing tools that focus on partial histories. We believe that such tools can improve the reliability of these systems significantly. Next, we highlight some key challenges to be addressed in building the desired tools.

### 6.2 Open research questions

**How to identify code that depends on histories?** To build tools that test systems with partial histories, we first need to identify how \( (H', S') \) is maintained at each component. A challenge is that services might cache histories and states arbitrarily, making it hard to identify \( (H', S') \) especially when it is stored in generic data structures. In practice, a common shared library often contains the caches for \( (H', S') \), such as the client-side cache employed by all Kubernetes services [10]. Provenance analysis can help identify variables whose values originate from the data store (as used in prior work [43, 44]). Once the target \( (H', S') \) is identified, systematic testing could force \( (H', S') \) to diverge from \( (H, S) \). The representative patterns discussed in Section 4.2 can guide such an approach: staleness in \( H' \) can be created by delaying cache updates; time-traveling behavior can be tested by restarting and switching between upstream sources.

**What workloads and test oracles to use?** A classical problem plaguing dynamic bug detection tools is that the coverage of the tool depends on the coverage of test workloads. Furthermore, coming up with the set of invariants for a complex system is challenging, and expressing such specifications may be more complicated than building the original system itself. We can expect developers to supply a corpus of system-specific test workloads and oracles like existing tools [49, 59]. We could also leverage ideas of prior work [51] that repurpose an existing corpus of tests to reuse workloads and assertions.

**How to bound partial histories?** Besides bug detection, another approach to address partial-history bugs is to provide developers with a new programming model which can bound the divergence between \( (H', S') \) and \( (H, S) \). For example, a hypothetical programming model might explicitly break down \( H \) into epochs (as in streaming systems [3]), and guarantee that if a service can see one event within an epoch, it should be able to see all other events within that epoch. Such an approach would make partial histories explicit for developers and eliminate staleness and observability gaps within epochs. The granularity of an epoch can be adjusted to balance performance and coordination costs.

### 7 NEXT STEPS

Reasoning with partial histories advances our ability to find bugs. Conceptually, an automated testing tool can discover partial-history bugs by regulating how \( (H', S') \) advances at one component relative to \( (H'', S'') \) at other components or the ground truth \( (H, S) \) in a distributed system. More concretely, with the bug patterns posed by partial histories (as discussed in Section 4.2), the tool can focus on perturbing events and injecting failures in a way that the components will suffer from staleness, time traveling and observability gaps. With appropriate test workloads and oracles, a testing tool can check whether the system behaves correctly when experiencing partial-history bug patterns.

The key challenge is to perturb events and trigger failures in a way that efficiently covers the large state space. To do so, recording causal relationships between events can be useful. For example, perturbing events that are causally related to a component’s action are likely to trigger bugs. Causality inference techniques (e.g., static or dynamic analysis) used by prior tools [42–44] can be helpful here.

We are building new tools based on the above ideas. To find bugs caused by mishandling staleness, our tool creates staleness in \( H' \) by delaying updates to \( H' \) against \( H \). To find bugs caused by time traveling, our tool injects node crashes and forces the restarted component to synchronize with a stale \( H' \) and receive replayed events from \( H' \). To find bugs caused by observability gaps, we force the component to miss important events in its view \( H' \) by dropping event notifications; we also manipulate the order between updating and consuming \( S' \) so that \( H' \) cannot be reconstructed by sparse reads on \( S' \).

Despite being in an early stage, our tool has reproduced two known bugs in Kubernetes [38, 39]. One is caused by staleness and the other is caused by observability gaps. Our tool has also detected three new bugs [17–19] in a Kubernetes controller for Cassandra [13]. As we evolve the tool, we hope to uncover numerous partial-history bugs in various distributed infrastructure systems. More importantly, we hope that such a tool would be useful for developers to catch partial-history bugs during development.
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